HYPOTHESIS OF THE STUDY

The motto of the present research is to optimistically analyze, to put forth suggestive methods and measures for effective functioning on matters related to vulnerable facts which were unnoticed on health sectors such as un ethical manner of professionalism, Clinical trial conducted in immoral way, The marketing strategy adopted by the pharmaceutical firm, Exploitation of traditional knowledge, Hurried movement of policy makers without maintaining adequate standards, Capitalistic encroachment on health sector, and Dual policy of health insurances. The hypothesis of present research work is as follows.

- $H_0$: There will be no significant difference on unconventional treatments have little or no actual scientific basis, whether doctors can guide their patients regarding proper usage or potential toxicity,
- $H_0$: There will be no significant difference on unconventional treatments have standardized references and most of the non allopathic formulations have been analyzed, are in uniform, and have quality control, And Manufacturers are required to alert consumers to known dangers,
- $H_0$: There will be no significant difference on Health care professionals can be ideally placed to spot adverse drug reactions and to play an important role in the long-term monitoring of commonly prescribed drugs.
- $H_0$: There will be no significant difference on As professionals, they should be able to advise patients or know when to refer them to other experts in the health care team,
- $H_0$: There will be no significant difference on while taking health insurance, the customer is misconceived,
- $H_0$: There will be no significant difference on justice for aggrieved person is ensured while conducting clinical trials and the aggrieved person are aware about the effective remedies available under the said act.
• H₁: There will be significant difference on unconventional treatments have little or no actual scientific basis, whether doctors can guide their patients regarding proper usage or potential toxicity.

• H₂: There will be significant difference on standardized references and most of the non allopathic formulations have analyzed, are in uniform, and have quality controlled, and Manufacturers are required to alert consumers to known dangers,

• H₃: There will be significant difference on Health care professionals can be ideally placed to spot adverse drug reactions and to play an important role in the long-term monitoring of commonly prescribed drugs.

• H₄: There will be significant difference on as professionals, they should be able to advise patients or know when to refer them to other experts in the health care team.

• H₅: There will be significant difference on taking health insurance the customer is misconceived,

• H₆: There will be significant difference on justice for aggrieved person is ensured while conducting clinical trials, and the aggrieved person aware about the effective remedies available under the said act,